Student Name:

Ironbark Neighbourhood 2019

Room:

The Final term in Grade 5 has snuck up on us very quickly. Students can look forward to engaging in plenty of new learning,
transition activities, celebration night and our Ironbark end of
year celebration day.
Learning Intention:

I am working upon taking responsibility for
my learning and achieving my best in all that
I do so that I am ready to step up to Grade
6!
Success Criteria: I Can..
make good choices about who I sit with
challenge myself to do better
set goals for myself to strive towards
respect and listen too feedback

ask questions to build on my understandings
Kanga gotchas

Kanga gotchas

Izack Bishop (50)

Skyler Rooney (150)

Blake Bellis (50)

Natalie Peters (50)

Miah G-C (200)

Layla Bottams (100)

Izabella Taylor (200)
Easter Tee Klu (200)

Sebastian Burns (50) Zahra Sultani (150)

Ruby Coleman (50) Mak Woodward (100)

Zayde Duscher (50)

Zarghona Yawari (150)

Alyssa Woods (50)

Sammy Evans (100)

Kaidyn Higgins (150)

Isabella Meyer (150)

Brayden Franken (250)

Joshua Hooley (50)

Allie Walters (150)

Jarrell Ratcliffe (50)

Pak K’Pru Htoo (200)

Dylan Rooney (50)

Ber Dre Moo (200)

Seth Ahearn (100)

Shaleesha Neate (200)

Mahdi Mobarak (100)

Lara Priest (200)

Shakirra Mott (150)

Cooper Rooney (150)

Nights Reading Awards
Congratulations to the following students for ‘being their best’ in reading and
achieving their 150 nights reading!
Seth A, Miah G-C, Isabella Mayer
125– Layla Bottams and Paw K Pru Htoo
100– Ber Dre Moo, Bellah Taylor, Shakirra Mott, Easter Tee Klu, Allie Walters, Zahra
Sultani, Zarghoona Yawari.
Remember it is our expectation that all students in Grade 5 will read a minimum of 4
nights per week. Students are expected to fill in their diary to keep track of their
reading and we ask parents/carers to sign their diaries once a week.

Curriculum
Term 4 has started off just as we left
term 3, busy! Students in Grade 5 have
been delving into a raft of new and
interesting topics including our Desert
Survivors science unit where students
have been learning about plants and
animals ability to live in, and adapt to
desert climates and conditions. As part
of Integrated Studies students have
been looking at Money Smart which has
focused on budgeting and making
conscious spending choices. In maths
students have been learning about
fractions and will begin a new unit on
order of operation number sentences
next week. Students have been making
some interesting autobiographies in
writing and the student’s effort and
presentation of these has been fantastic.

Science and Tech excursion to
Latrobe
Grade 5 students were lucky enough to be
invited to visit the new school of science and
technology. Students engaged in tackling
problem solving tasks involving technology
based activities as well as coding activities.
This was a good insight for students as these
kind of opportunities will present in
secondary school.

Grade 6 tops
Just a reminder for those who are planning
on ordering a Grade 6 top that orders with
payment must be handed into the school’s
General Office no later than 9.00 am,
Friday the 8th of November 2019. No late
orders will be accepted.

